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El principal aporte que se busca es determinar la importancia del uso de 
PADLET en las habilidades de escritura para el desarrollo de una guía 
interactiva de escritura descriptiva. El uso de tecnologías es común en la 
mayoría de las actividades diarias y esto no es una excepción en la 
educación y como herramienta de apoyo a la enseñanza, el aprendizaje del 
inglés como lengua extranjera es un eje necesario en el currículum educativo 
del Ecuador porque el conocimiento del inglés facilita la oportunidad de 
desarrollo académico y profesional del alumno. 
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The main contribution sought is to determine the importance of the use of 
PADLET in writing skills for the development of an interactive descriptive 
writing guide. The use of technologies is common in most daily activities and 
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Introduction 

     In the existence of novel options in the educational field on the teaching of 

English language for intermediate level students, among these options we 

can mention the use of the computer, the Internet and applications for the 

development of activities in the classroom or outside of it; Since about 10 

years ago at the national level, the use of these resources as didactic tools 

began to be gradually implemented in fiscal institutions, the openly observed 

needs of a globalized world due to the increasing access to the internet 

forced the state Ecuadorian to modernize the facilities of schools, colleges 

and universities. 

 

     This modernization entailed massive training for teachers on the use of 

multimedia tools, and laptops were provided so that they could make use of it 

in the preparation of an increasingly interactive and participatory class; For 

this reason, the subject of study is oriented to the use of a digital platform to 

facilitate the acquisition of skills and abilities in descriptive writing of the 

English language. 

 

     It is important to mention that three aspects that will be taken into account 

in the development of this report are: general context, knowledge and society; 

The first is linked to the general opportunity to use technologies in classrooms 

as part of a novel strategy in the development of skills in the use of the 

English language for the correct expression of ideas; the second aspect 

covers the improvement of the quality of acquisition of knowledge through the 

presentation of the object of study with multimedia tools and online platforms. 

Finally, the third aspect is related to the social value that the study proposes 

with the incursion of modern educational strategies that will be of benefit to 

students when facing difficulties in the written expression in a descriptive way. 
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     In this way, in the field of education, the adequate implementation of a 

virtual platform as a pedagogical tool is comparable to having a library within 

the reach of the student to be able to make use of it when required in 

understanding a certain grammatical rule or contextualization. of responses in 

an everyday situation according to their level of reading comprehension and 

English language vocabulary. 

 

     The writing of this report is not only to demonstrate the use of technical 

content in the teaching and learning procedure of a foreign language, it seeks 

to publicize the usefulness of ICT in the context of ease of delivery of 

resources and evaluations to the student; The methodology that will be used 

is descriptive, qualitative and quantitative with the use of information 

collection instruments, both primary and secondary. 

 

      The main contribution sought is to determine the importance of the use of 

PADLET in writing skills for the development of an interactive guide for 

descriptive writing. Given this, the sequential study structuring is provided to 

achieve this general objective. This book consists of the following chapters: 

 

     In chapter I the problem, the statement of the problem is shown, where the 

conflict situation, the scientific fact and the causes, formulation of the 

problem, research objectives (general and specific), scientific questions and 

justification are specified. 
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     In chapter II Theoretical framework, the background of the research and 

the theoretical bases of the variables technological resources (PADLET) and 

descriptive writing skills are developed. 

 

     In chapter III Analysis and interpretation of results, it details the methods 

used in the study, the qualification of the study and its delimitation to the 

problem, population selection and sample with presentation of the results and 

their subsequent unitary and global analysis. 

 

     In Chapter IV Proposal, this chapter takes up the results of the 

aforementioned sections to propose a new teaching approach using a 

proposal for the development of an interactive guide for descriptive writing. 
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Chapter I 

 

The problem 

 

      Currently, the use of technologies is common in most daily activities and 

this is no exception in education and as a teaching support tool, learning 

English as a foreign language is a necessary axis in the education curriculum 

of the Ecuador because the knowledge of English facilitates the opportunity 

for academic and professional development of the student. 

 

Formulating the research problem 

 

      At the moment that a teacher begins to work in the area of teaching 

foreign languages, he finds himself between two paths to follow, the first 

traditional with teaching based on evaluations in mechanized didactics and 

the second path that of evaluations and measurements of skills in writing and 

understanding English grammar with the application of innovative resources; 

Faced with these possible directions to follow in the pedagogical work, the 

contexts of the problem will be shown below, addressing a macro level to 

proceed to a micro level. 

 

Conflict situation 

 

      In infrastructure, the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro is equipped with 

the necessary resources for quality teaching today, it has computer areas to 

be used by students under teacher supervision, as well as access to audio 
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visual resources (recorder, videos, television and projectors) to facilitate the 

transfer of knowledge in learning English. 

 

      In the classrooms of the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit in higher 

basic education, the Ecuadorian standards for English students who present 

difficulties are oriented to the specific domains for the structure of language 

and communication, this is accompanied by the need to structure a pre-

designed platform online for the improvement of this standard and mastery in 

students. 

 

     The number of students (30) makes it difficult to attend to everyone's 

concerns throughout the pedagogical hour, this reason opening a forum or 

space for the exchange of ideas and presentation of questions on the 

PADLET platform will facilitate access to students to reduce the impact of the 

problem on foreign language learning. 

 

Scientific fact 

 

     The teachings of foreign languages at the upper secondary level show a 

contribution given by Unesco (2017) in which resolutions are adopted on 

multilingual education at least for the teaching of three languages (Mother, 

national and international), before this it can be understood importance of 

taking action on the benefit of bilingual literacy methodologies corresponding 

to the needs and situations of the students. 
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     In the same aspect, when referring to the use of information and 

communication technologies (ICT), Unesco (2014) refers to the fact that 63% 

of countries, that is, 24 of the 38 countries under observation around the 

world, they mention the existence of specific courses and programs aimed at 

developing skills in the management of technologies for teaching. 

 

     To establish the relationship of the beginning of the study at the macro 

level worldwide, it is appropriate to mention the intervention of the learning 

standards, these show the minimum requirements according to the levels of 

schooling, in general it has a concordance in four components of the listening 

domain, reading, speaking and writing. This is initially divided into specific 

objectives or indicators that determine what the learner should learn. The 

objectives vary according to the region in which each country specifies its 

learning objectives. 

 

      Considering the above, when relating the use of didactic resources 

(technologies) in the teaching of foreign languages, it can be seen that the 

acquisition of writing skills in Latin American students according to the study 

carried out by Cronquist and Fiszbein (2017) entitled The learning of English 

in Latin America describes, under the standards of international agreements, 

68% of high school students have a command of reading and writing the 

English language, this shows that 32% have low scores on evaluations. 

 

      Consequently, a problem is described about the low level of proficiency in 

listening, reading, speaking and writing in Latin American students; According 

to the author Cronquist and Fiszbein, (2017) according to the author, Ecuador 

reached 78.74% of the total number of enrolled students in higher basic 

education. However, the reality is more complex: real access to English 
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learning in schools is far from universal. It must be said that participation in 

English classes in Latin American countries is not systematically monitored, 

and the information available is often incomplete, inaccessible or out of date. 

 

Causes 

 

The causes of the problem are given in the following order: 

 

• Lack of technological resources in the classrooms: this limits the 

teacher's availability of a tool that is timely to facilitate the development 

of descriptive writing skills in students. 

 

• Difficulties in the continuous training of the teacher for the 

management of technologies in the development of descriptive writing 

skills in classrooms with students of higher basic level. 

 

 

• Disinterest in students to make known their need to learn the correct 

expression and semantics in sentences to express their ideas and 

thinking in writing in the English language. 

 

• Absence of a digital platform that allows students to freely enter 

content of interest and didactics to facilitate their learning. 

Problem formulation 

How does the use of Padlet influence in the development of the writing skill 

in the students from eighth grade of General Basic Education at educational 
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fiscal unit Eloy Alfaro, Zone 8, District Ximena 1, Province Guayas, Canton 

Guayaquil, school year 2020 – 2021? 

 

Research objectives 

 

General objective 

To determine the influence of the use of PADLET in the writing skill through 

a bibliographic study, statistical analysis and field research, to design an 

interactive guide for descriptive writing. 

 

Specific objectives 

• To characterize the use of PADLET through a bibliographic study, 

statistical analysis and field research. 

• To describe the writing skill through a bibliographic study, statistical 

analysis and field research. 

• To design an interactive guide to strengthen the writing skill. 

 

Scientific questions 

• Which are the theoretical foundations on the use of Padlet in relation to 

the writing skill? 

• What is the current situation of the use of Padlet to develop the writing 

skill? 

• What are advantages of the use of Padlet when learning a second 

language?  
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• How relevant could be the use of Padlet in the writing skill? 

• Would the development of the interactive guide solve the problems in 

the mastery of English writing and grammar in the upper basic level 

students of the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit? 

•  What Kind of activities should be included in the guide? 

 

Justification and Importance 

     The research had its origin in the selection of the topic because it is an 

area of little intervention for the teaching of English at the upper basic level 

(eighth year) of the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit; After observing the 

students' needs in mastering descriptive writing skills, the use of technologies 

in the classroom was proposed. 

     The research shows a convenience that is part of the solution to the needs 

of the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit to achieve the quality standard of 

teaching required in a foreign language, the possibility of infrastructure and 

the modernization tinge that the use of technologies gives It is convenient at 

the moment of motivating students in carrying out activities aimed at acquiring 

significant knowledge. 

 

     The social relevance of teaching through technologies in the area of 

English in the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro, which is at a level of 

vulnerability due to its coverage of low-income students and with a higher 

level of even in the sector Social. This is aimed at the beneficiary who are 

students of higher basic education level. 

 

     Among the theoretical aspects is significant learning through experience 

with the interaction of technologies, thus active learning is included in this 
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project. In this way, students will be able to show ease in solving various daily 

problems; These acquired skills are related to the learning axes of the local 

initial education curriculum with the formation of significant knowledge. In 

which to do education, different problems can be observed in the teaching 

staff, one of the most important is the difficulty of handling the internet and 

downloading videos as pedagogical resources for teaching. 

 

     The usefulness of the methodology is the educational quality is a standard 

in our environment applied to all sub-levels of secondary education, in the 

case of this study, pre-school or high school levels; the direct beneficiary is 

the student and indirectly the teacher. It is important to understand how 

adolescents are educated and how to educate the legal representative to 

allow the use of the Internet at home for educational purposes, with the 

harmonious integration of strategies and resources, making use of the 

subjectivity of the student's aptitudes and attitudes within the classroom. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Research background 

 

     In the previous analysis regarding the studies carried out by other 

researchers related to the topic Development of an interactive guide for 

descriptive writing, different proposals for reports were found, among which 

three are shown respectively, one international, the second regional and the 

other local. The development of descriptive writing skills is focused on a 

specific situation, such as a daily talk at a bus station and the writing of a 

letter to a partner in English. 

 

     In the first study carried out by Reyes, Murrieta and Hernández, (2015) 

with the topic: "National and international linguistic policies on the teaching of 

English in primary schools", carried out for the National Autonomous 

University of Mexico with the general objective of investigating on the origin of 

the trend in the development of English programs in secondary schools; The 

methodology applied by the authors in their study was exploratory, qualitative 

and contextual. The main conclusion found was that the language policy 

opinions detailed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) are adopted by Latin American countries according to 

the advantage of language teaching in the cultural context and the 

advantages that this implies. 
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     For the above, a problem is shown in which is established which 

language? And what are the implications of teaching a certain foreign 

language? However, the usefulness of this study and its relationship with the 

current research project are appreciated because it is a legislative vehicle 

that favors the introduction of the teaching of the English language in schools 

and colleges of different countries that comply with the legal provisions 

resolved by the Council of Europe (CE) in the teaching of the English 

language. 

 

     A second study at the regional level conducted by Light (2016) with the 

subject in the minutes of the conference of the Ibero-American Congress of 

Educational Informatics: "International survey for teachers on the use of 

technology for teaching: preliminary results from Latin America", held in the 

city of Santiago de Chile. The main objective of this study was to develop and 

standardize at an international level a survey for teachers on the use of 

information and communication technologies for teaching. With a descriptive 

methodology with the use of survey instruments to some 847 teachers from 

Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica and Mexico in basic areas and English. 

 

     The results found in this study as a central conclusion in the development 

of the research carried out by the aforementioned authors are, firstly, the 

majority of teachers use computers, notebooks or laptops in conjunction with 

students. However, it runs a very low application of the tools offered by the 

web to develop descriptive writing in students. The tools that are used 

frequently are word processors, image presentation software such as Power 

Point and the internet as a basis for inquiry in investigations. 
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     This study is related to the development of the present project in being an 

indicator of the tools used by the teacher to facilitate the learning of students 

in the acquisition and development of skills in descriptive writing. For this 

reason, the procedure that is carried out in several countries of the region has 

a problem that is linked to that observed in the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy 

Alfaro, regarding the use of digital tools and ICTs in an inappropriate way with 

a lack of preparation on the management of these didactic resources. 

 

     In continuity is the local study carried out by Calle and Argudo (2016) 

entitled: "English teachers and their teaching practice: A case study of the 

public schools of the city of Cuenca, Ecuador", for the University of Cuenca . 

The main objective of this study was to identify the reasons for the students' 

low English proficiency. The applied methodology was established as 

descriptive and with the selection of survey instruments in a population of 168 

English teachers. 

 

     In addition, the conclusions of the aforementioned study was that the 

results in the students' school performance were below that required in the 

educational standard for passing the subject. The use of traditional strategies 

is one of the factors that the authors determined for the result obtained; the 

teachers used traditional strategies with the use of resources that were not 

motivating for the students. 

 

     Therefore, this study is related to the theme of this project by dealing with 

the use of strategies for the development of descriptive writing skills in 

students, as well as the use of traditional resources with the use of strategies 

that are not adequate according to the changing context of society in the 

incursion of technologies in teaching, finally this problem is associated with 
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the current one in observing them with having limited efficiency in the 

management of technologies and partial or total ignorance in the use of the 

ICT in the teaching and learning process. 

 

Conceptual framework 

 

Vocabulary 

 

     Vocabulary in the development of descriptive writing skills is important as it 

is the basis of the knowledge of the words that are used frequently in a daily 

conversation in English to facilitate the participation of students in classes 

during a given activity. 

 

Vocabulary learning 

 

     The use of a literary corpus in the formation of an applied methodology 

with interactive strategies for learning the English language is considered 

necessary to strengthen and learn new words in the sense of pronunciation 

and uses in everyday expressions. Learning vocabulary is an important 

element for the acquisition of a new language. 

 

     Likewise, in the words of the authors Carvajal and Mackay (2017) they 

affirm that: “vocabulary learning must be carried out through the association 

of objects with words in English without using the native language” (p. 10). In 
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other words, translation is avoided and students are motivated to learn 

through the object, images and contextualization. 

 

     On the other hand, the authors Vázquez and Ellison (2018) say, "The 

integrative content for learning vocabulary in a foreign language is achieved 

through the unification of the cultural aspects belonging to the new language 

and cognitively" (p. 71). This means that through the contextualization of the 

new words with the English culture, an ease of acquisition of vocabulary can 

be provided through the assimilation of foreign customs. 

 

     Finally, before these two authors it is possible to appreciate the learning of 

a new language is carried out in three conditions that coincide with what was 

stated by the aforementioned authors; the first is the identification that is 

detailed as the need to know an important word that serves different 

expressions and daily situations; The second process is recovery, this 

consists of meaningfully remembering the word and its respective semantic 

meaning; finally, the third process is one of elaboration, it is the use of the 

word learn and recovered in new expressions or different contexts of 

everyday situations. 

 

Listening skills 

 

     In learning vocabulary, the ability to listen is an important part of achieving 

descriptive writing, foreign language teachers are in a position to transfer 

knowledge to students through a correct interpretation of vocabulary through 

efficient pronunciation (in grammar this is known as stressed and unstressed 
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syllables) and the use of situations where the true meaning of the word or 

sentence (phrase) is appreciated. 

 

     Let's clarify this by specifying those stated by the author Benítes (2018) 

who expresses: “listening is one of the skills that facilitate the understanding 

of a language, through this ability a language can be taught and it is possible 

to evaluate descriptive writing with the pronunciation and rising of the 

expression ”(p. 9). The importance of understanding the use of a vocabulary 

in significance through the accent that is given to the word in English 

facilitates the correct writing of it with assertiveness in the communicative 

context that is used. 

 

     In contrast, what is stated by the author Vega (2017) states: “the process 

of teaching vocabulary in students through listening should not be difficult, as 

it is an element that dedicates 45% of the time in communication” (P. 10). 

According to the aforementioned author, learning vocabulary through listening 

skills facilitates the expression of ideas that will be appropriate for the creation 

of texts in class activities or through the PADLET technological platform. 

 

     As stated by the aforementioned authors, the development of language 

comprehension skills through the acquisition of vocabulary occurs through the 

understanding of words; Oral expression in the teacher is inherent to evaluate 

descriptive writing in students. 
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Grammar 

 

     Learning in a context of rich linguistic English strengthens and contributes 

to oral expression through listening comprehension. In the distinction of 

grammar rules in the English language, students will be taught in due course 

in a sociocultural context to carry out actions and academic activities in 

writing related to communication in different daily settings. 

 

Constructivism and other theories of acquisition of a foreign language. 

 

     This section is aimed at the acquisition of diagrams related to the 

development of writing skills and text comprehension by observing the social 

contexts established by the teacher as part of the process of building 

knowledge for solving problems of English language communication and 

writing with students; the significance of the knowledge acquired depends on 

the strategy selected by the teacher together with the availability of 

pedagogical resources to improve the quality of education in the Eloy Alfaro 

Fiscal Educational Unit. 

 

     In the construction of knowledge, the author Vega (2017) describes: “the 

changes and transformations of understanding through teaching methods in 

the acquisition of foreign language are done through the audio-lingual 

methodology” (p. 39). In this way, it can be understood that, in the 

construction of knowledge in students, they are associated with the skills of 

hearing and writing as the teacher has in the sample by technological 

instruments in the classroom. 
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     On the other hand, the theory of generative grammar is described, an 

important aspect determines the acquisition of a second language, in the 

words of the authors Caicedo and Anchundia (2017) they consider: 

“generative grammar in vocabulary learning is achieved by means of a 

dynamic, participatory and interactive process in the matter” (p. 36). By 

affirming this, constructivism is described as a sequence of processes that 

encompass the previous knowledge with the new; the student assimilates the 

concepts in different situations that facilitates the recreation of an 

understanding about the use of certain words. 

 

     Now, in what is stated by both authors on constructivism and the theory of 

generative grammar, they expose in a relational way that the acquisition of a 

second language is possible through the holistic integrative methodology and 

the strategies of contextualization of the use of vocabulary in English for the 

various forms of use of the word. This is complemented by Ferdinand de 

Saussure's structural linguistics lateria in his General Linguistics Course 

(1916); the rhetoric of the signs that are repeated in descriptive writing leaves 

traditional teaching behind, giving way to the incursion of technologies as 

essential resources in the meaning of vocabulary. 

 

The inner motivation. 

 

     In this section of the educational project, the intrinsic motivation in the 

student is described in a concrete and specific way and how to use it to 

achieve positive learning in the skills of descriptive writing and knowledge of 

the grammatical rules in the development and reading of texts that will be 

later applied orally in the contextual practice of different situations that 
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combine the object of study and the link with the sociocultural value of the 

language. 

 

     Motivation conditions the way of thinking of the student and with it the type 

of resulting learning; Therefore, wanting to learn and knowing how to think 

are the basic personal conditions that allow the acquisition of new knowledge 

and the application of what has been learned effectively when needed. 

 

     Thus, in reference to internal motivation is the one provided by the author 

Grünewald (2019) who mentions: “the experience in the motivation of the 

students starts from the intrinsic motivation starts from the interpretation of 

the person for having a greater competence in the performance of 

understanding descriptive writing ”(p. 80). It is stated that learning a foreign 

language is a complex process where both the student's own experience is 

needed as well as that acquired through the dynamics in the knowledge 

acquisition activities that are executed in classes as part of the strategies with 

adequate use of the technological didactic resources available to the teacher. 

 

     Upon reaching this point, the importance of intrinsic motivation can be 

mentioned in a timely manner as mentioned by the author Alizadeh (2016) 

adds: “another dimension of learning is given by the intrinsic or extrinsic 

motivation of the student; the achievement of the acquisition of skills in 

descriptive writing does not have extrinsic rewards, only the satisfaction of the 

student ”(p. 13). In this sense, the student's internal motivation leads him to 

achieve goals that do not have an external and tangible reward, but there is 

an increase in the level of quantitative evaluative assessment that is given by 

the educator regarding performance in classes. 
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     With the above, the authors understand the relevance of motivation in a 

general way, in which there cannot be an initialization of the internal 

dispositions of the subject in a psychological way without first being present 

the stimuli of external evaluations that appreciate the reward in learning the 

English language. This shows that there is no single method of learning 

another language, on the contrary, some students can respond positively to 

an integrative or other instrumental context. 

 

Promoting independent learning 

 

     This section determines the relevance of motivation in the process of 

learning the English language in students at the basic level, sub-level upper 

medium. The student's incentive is given in a timely manner after knowing the 

intrinsic and extrinsic relationship factors with the use of the theories of 

acquisition of knowledge of grammar and vocabulary in the writing of texts 

with descriptive writing. 

 

     Independent learning is exposed according to the authors Cárdenas and 

Martínez (2017) who state: “a learning method that students execute to 

promote autonomous performance in the acquisition of skills and abilities to 

ensure good use and continuous updating” (P. 73). From this statement, the 

student can reach a greater degree of learning about the schemes and 

contextualization of the English language and the use of their vocabulary to 

solve problems that are directed towards the comprehension and writing of 

texts. 
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     As a conclusion on this topic, independent learning can be known as the 

student's ability to be participatory through motivation to research and to 

develop qualities that promote the acquisition of skills related to the correct 

use of grammar in writing. of texts in a descriptive way about a moment and 

situation that is in the contextualization of the information provided in the 

given class. 

 

Reading comprehension 

     In the process of learning a foreign language, the student goes through 

various processes that are mentioned above and among them the most 

relevant is described as the ability to understand and understand the texts 

shown to establish a resolution related to the activities of assimilation of 

concepts in a meaningful way. 

 

Communicative approach 

     At the time of starting classes in classrooms with students from the basic 

level to the upper sublevel, the ability of the educator to select a situation and 

daily context that includes vocabulary and grammar rules that are recognized 

by the students can be appreciated, it is necessary at this point establish a 

timely communication approach and the value of the message that is 

expressed to obtain an assertive response as determined by the acquisition 

of a certain skill in the domain of the foreign language. 

 

     Therefore, the development of skills in reading comprehension goes 

beyond those assimilated in other subjects that use the native language. To 

this is added the contribution of the authors Moreira and Uzhca (2016) who 

argue: "reading English requires knowledge about the use of words and the 
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context that occurs through the ability to understand texts" (p. 10). In other 

words, reading comprehension encompasses the selection of relevant ideas 

from the text in order to develop an assertive response with a descriptive 

wording of what you want to communicate. 

 

     At this time, it is appropriate to establish the value of the ability to 

understand the text based on the interpretation and relationship of concepts 

about the vocabulary that the student acquires as prior knowledge to detail a 

timely response in relation to the message of the text that the teacher 

exposes in the activities and dynamics in classes or outside of it through 

technological communication platforms for educational purposes. 

 

     For the aforementioned, we can deal with what was said by the author 

Zambrano (2016) who states: "in the characteristic of the communicative 

approach, language can be characterized in a sociocultural appreciation as 

part of that of the basic functions of the human being" (p 29). Through the 

detailed by the author, learning through a communication approach in 

classrooms is important because it is a strategic element that promotes the 

ability to produce sentences not only grammatical, but also appropriate. 

 

     In conclusion, on the contributions of the aforementioned authors, learning 

through communicative action establishes the assertiveness of expression in 

sentence or text in response to a problem situation for the appropriation of the 

qualities of the object of study that is contextualized to a specific situation. 
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Contextual enhancement 

 

     Teachers in their work exercise in the classrooms have frequent problems 

in the reading comprehension process with their students, in the contextual 

enhancement approach, the characteristics of the object of study can be 

appropriated with the link that the student schematizes when reading a text in 

English. 

 

     To better understand this element of comprehensive reading in students of 

basic secondary education, sub-upper level, what is described by the authors 

is taken into account Santiesteban and Velázquez (2016) who affirm: “from 

the didactic perspective the operation of understanding the text is given when 

the student associates the meanings, intentionality of the text and the 

purpose of the issuer ”(p. 107). In foreign language teaching, contextual 

enhancement is nothing more than an interpretation of the text from the 

reader's point of view to the context. 

 

     On the other hand, in order to establish a correct contextual enhancement 

of the text that is read in the training of descriptive writing knowledge, the 

author should be cited Llorents (2015) who expresses: “reading competence 

includes in contextual enhancement the execution of three elements the first 

two on the reader and the text that transcends a third element, the context as 

a task ”(p. 6). From the aforementioned, the contextual enhancement 

procedure is the reader's ability to perform a task based on reading with the 

correct quality of assimilation and articulation of previous knowledge. 
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     Finally, in relation to the two aforementioned authors, the contextual 

enhancement focuses on the interpretation of the text by the reader for the 

execution of a task that the teacher has on the ones learned in classes in the 

correct training decorations with use of the rules appropriate grammars 

depending on the case that the teaching object is expressed. 

 

Feedback 

     In teaching, the scope of reading comprehension occupies an important 

place in the study plans, this process has an element considered as feedback 

in the acquisition of English, in this way it is constituted as a way for the 

assimilation of the experiences accumulated by the student. 

 

      Feedback is considered by the author Arroyo (2018) states: “it is that 

which makes the individual explicit and its execution corresponds to what is 

exposed by the task” (p. 294). According to this author, it can be understood 

that the feedback process is the use of the knowledge acquired in 

contextualization through the task to be used in different situations, for which 

it can be seen in image 1 referring to the TRACE Model. 

 

      In this way, to achieve correct feedback after reading the text, the 

theoretical model of TRACE (Task-based Relevance and Content Extraction) 

must be followed, this theoretical model specifies in the performance of a 

good task by the reader after reading the text; This model is necessary in the 

acquisition of skills through task-oriented learning. The result of the analysis 

of the flow chart through the activities carried out in class is directed, with the 

use of technologies, to a significant result on the use of vocabulary and 

comprehensive reading of the text. 
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     Finally, in the analysis of these authors it can be understood that it is 

important to develop a class that motivates the student about the acquisition 

of knowledge through comprehensive reading and evaluated at the same 

time by the tasks that will determine their performance in descriptive writing . 

 

Types of evaluation 

      Evaluations are teacher resources to know the development of skills and 

acquisition of new skills in students, this pedagogical instrument is structured 

according to the needs of the educator to know the level of articulation of 

knowledge in students about a specific skill with criteria of performance. 

 

Diagnostic 

 

      In the exercise of teaching activity, the use of diagnostic assessments is 

important to understand the result of the significance of the knowledge 

acquired in periods prior to the start of the new school year. In addition to this 

it is considered as a dynamic procedure that only fluctuates on the 

quantitative and quantitative analysis. 

 

     In the procedure of the analysis of the diagnostic observations in the 

knowledge of a foreign language, the contribution of the author is determined 

Rodríguez (2016) who states: “its main function is to measure the initial 

knowledge of the students” (p. 24) . With the specification of the 

aforementioned author, it is determined that the diagnostic evaluation is the 

tool to know the level of previous learning of the students at the beginning of 

a class or a school year. 
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     In this way, this can be summarized to the use of the diagnostic evaluation 

as the initial tool of the teacher in the exercise of teaching foreign language 

that has the purpose of analyzing the scope of the significance of the 

previous knowledge acquired in previous classes or previous educational 

cycles; The information obtained through this evaluation tool will be the 

guideline for the selection of strategies and the use of adequate methods in 

the transfer of concepts between teacher and students. 

 

Formative 

 

      To achieve a correct teaching in the learning of foreign language in 

students, it is necessary to know what their vision is about the procedure that 

the equator executes, in this way it can be established that the opinion of the 

students is important when measuring the impact of the use of both traditional 

and technological resources. 

 

     In this way, through the words of the author Rodríguez (2016) he 

expresses: “it is the moment in which the evaluator conceives the evaluation 

as part of the change that contributes to the information that contributes to the 

change of the evaluator” (p. 24). In other words, the evaluation process in a 

formative way contributes to the teacher to take the initiative for a change in 

the selection of their strategies and the resources that they use in the 

classroom. 

 

     In this type of evaluation, the contribution between the evaluator is 

described at the time of knowing the students' perception of him. Thus, the 

development of the educator's capacities for continuous improvement can be 
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adapted to the changes and needs of the students through the interpretation 

of the results of these evaluations. 

 

Summative 

 

     In this evaluation model it is necessary to contemplate the author's 

statement Rodríguez (2016) that states: “it is the one that is executed at the 

end of a cycle to obtain a result that serves to adopt strategies and decisions 

that are relevant to improve educational quality” (p. 25). Based on the 

author's provisions, evaluations are applied in a summative manner on a 

series of results to establish a quantitative parameter that details an 

acceptance range and an improvement value in the actions taken by the 

teacher to carry out activities in classes. 

 

Written tests 

 

Throughout the educational activity the teacher must make decisions that are 

timely when improving the quality of teaching and increase the participation of 

students in the classroom, the ability of interaction that the educator has with 

the students leads to structuring a tool Make it effective in measuring the 

result of your work. 

 

     In the structuring of the tests, what is established by the author Rodríguez 

(2016) must be considered, who says: “the evaluations must be prepared to 

show the maximum performance of the students” (p. 27). Through it, the 
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knowledge of the articulation of knowledge in students with the use of 

resources used in the classroom can be aimed at. 

 

      Finally, the relevance of these pedagogical tools in the teaching of a 

foreign language is evidenced through the ability to show a quantitative result 

to understand in which block of the curriculum there is a greater difficulty in 

assimilating concepts in students. 

 

Teaching Technologies 

     The technologies in the teaching of English are the necessary resources 

as tools to facilitate the pedagogical action of the teacher. Among the 

technologies that can be used in this study are computers with the ability to 

run language simulation programs and others with simulation phases in order 

to have an optimal evaluation procedure for teaching skills according to the 

degree of difficulty of the problem. 

 

Language simulators. 

 

     In the simulation of the language through software, different aspects are 

considered, among which the availability of the same for the educational 

institution that will use it and the selection of the strategies used by the 

teacher in relation to the context are mentioned. of the benefit and the 

interface offered by the software to achieve the required goals. 

 

     Given this, it is possible to mention what is detailed by the author Clerici 

(2016) who states: “language simulators are used to acquire a correct 
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pronunciation of language n” (p. 104). Through what is stated by the author, 

the following is determined, the use of a language simulator is necessary to 

understand the dialectic of the word and its possible differentiations in the 

context of descriptive writing. 

 

     Given this, the conclusion can be reached of selecting videos for the use 

of a correct pronunciation on the same word, but in differentiated use on the 

context that you want to explain to the student, of this mind when selecting a 

detailed vocabulary for a descriptive answer A task is to know how it is used 

in a circumstance of solving everyday dialectical problems. 

 

Simulation phases 

     In the phases of the simulation in the classroom with the use of information 

and communication technologies for the learning of the schemes, skills and 

abilities in the descriptive writing of sentences in the English language, the 

sequence of didactics is established as part of the development and 

execution of teaching strategies that are necessary in order to obtain a 

desired academic performance result according to local educational 

standards. 

 

     In this reference previously detailed in an introductory way, the 

contribution of the author should be mentioned Grünewald (2019) who states: 

“the phases of presentation of the learning object, the selection of the 

strategy, the sample of the use of the computer as a didactic resource and 

The knowledge integration phase is essential for the significance of the skill to 

be developed”(p. 89). In this sense, the author determines the importance of 

using a sequence that is necessary to provide the student with an 
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environment that facilitates the acquisition of skills and abilities according to 

this proposed in the English curriculum. 

     Finally, for this content, it is possible to know the need to acquire computer 

skills in the field of education in the significance of knowledge for mastering 

English; The student has the need to work through exclusive platforms on 

computers that are facilitators in the development of descriptive writing skills. 

 

PADLET 

 

     The virtual platform with an ICT development interface is important in 

today's world for learning many sciences at school and university age; in the 

case of basic education, it is used as a means of didactic resources for the 

transfer of knowledge between the teacher and the students. 

 

Characteristics 

 

     Padlet is according to the author Cabrera (2016) is: "Web 2.0 tool that 

facilitates the storage and sharing of multimedia information" (p. 134). 

According to this author, the software works with the internet and the content 

of the English learning curriculum can be distributed through it; Currently, 

students have mobile device management skills and have access to the 

internet in different ways, be it for pay, rent or free through municipal 

networks. 
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Qualities in teaching 

     According to the authors Méndez and Concheiro (2018) the qualities of 

this web tool and at the same time facilitator of educational resources are: “it 

is a free tool that offers a virtual wall where you can freely enter” (p.6). 

Through this, the quality of this in education is determined as an ease for the 

student to enter and consult the contents on the development of skills in 

descriptive writing. 

 

     Through this, a brief conclusion can be reached in this section on the 

importance of access, this avoids reluctance in the study group, so there are 

no restrictions on the use of age or parallel; Knowledge management is 

granted that is open to and evaluated by the teacher in his / her group of 

students. 

 

Proposals for improvements in knowledge transfer. 

 

     Educational technologies are open doors to new teaching models and 

restructuring of those already known before as constructivism, this according 

to the author Hernández (2018) is expressed as: "an ease of learning a 

foreign language from a linguistic category" (p. 5). This is best mentioned as 

the acquisition of knowledge in morphology, semantics and syntax at the time 

of the acquisition of skills and abilities in descriptive writing. 

 

     This aspect encompasses both the learning of the foreign language and 

the command of the mother tongue, among these factors it emphasizes the 

semantics of the coherent use of the vocabulary learned by the student in 
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class and at the same time the way of being linked (syntax) and their 

relationship to each other (Morphology). Finally, the development of this 

future proposal based on learning theories is set aside for the phonological 

knowledge of vocabulary and sentences to be used in everyday situations. 

Acquisition of meaningful knowledge through technologies 

 

     The integration of foreign language learning with the curricular contents 

and the use of ICT were based as seen in the preceding sections, in such a 

way that the continuity of knowledge in students is achieved through its 

significance in the face of contexts proposed by the teacher as a pedagogical 

strategy. 

 

Identification of needs and starting point 

 

     From the integrative point of view in the teaching of the English language 

at the basic higher education level, there are teaching models that are 

interrelated and do not exclude each other, the use of transversality is 

necessary in the student's performance in the classroom to be participatory 

and take the Padlet tool as a reinforcement. 

 

     In the first reference, what is described by the author is taken Suárez 

(2018) details that: “learning in the English language at the upper basic level 

(8th, 9th and 10th) is functional and communicative” (p. 8). Under this 

approach, the acquisition of competences and their development in 

descriptive and receptive linguistics can be determined. 
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      To understand the starting point according to the authors Intriago and 

Hidalgo (2019) is "the premise of the problem in the diagnostic knowledge of 

students through an evaluation to measure their skills in descriptive writing" 

(p. 100). Given this, the author describes in detail that the starting point of the 

teaching process in the upper basic level is given by means of the qualitative 

identification of the students' knowledge through a diagnostic test. 

 

     In consideration, the transversally that is currently used in the curriculum is 

oriented to interculturality, this is described according to the author Rojas 

(2017) who states: “the cross-cutting axis of interculturality in the didactics of 

the English language provides elements of debate on the theme and 

promotes strategies in new ways that strengthen higher basic education” (p. 

166). In other words, it can be understood that the use of cross-cultural 

interculturality in the learning of descriptive writing must be oriented to the 

contextualization of a Latino in a different environment and culture, which 

must adapt to this to obtain the best result of communication. 

 

     In conclusion, on this section, the configuration of the English teaching 

curriculum is assessed on the level of response of the student to the needs of 

communication with other people, respecting their custom and tolerating their 

ancestral traditions and at the same time understanding the syntax and 

phonetics for the articulation of sentences in the necessary time required to 

issue an idea or question. 

 

Implementation and operation of the virtual advisor. 

     The particularity of the type of complementary learning between the use of 

technologies and corporativism in the classroom guides a new form of 
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pedagogical strategy in students to encourage group work when solving 

descriptive writing problems on the virtual platform. 

 

     In addition, it is necessary to use a functional model that is appropriate for 

the educator and the student, before this the author Vega (2017) describes: 

“it is made up of an adequacy and tolerance on the content of the concept of 

descriptive writing in the English language for the inclusion of possible 

problems of acquisition of language skills ”(p. 37). Given this, the author 

details in a context the need to establish a procedure for selecting strategies 

and executing pedagogical content through the web tool as part of the 

adapted curriculum. 

 

     In this content, the contribution of the functionality and the implementation 

of a pedagogical tool must be related to the needs of the student and the 

requirements of the curriculum before the cross-cutting axes of interculturality 

that are essential when planning the class. 

 

Assessment, reflection and experience. 

 

     In the student's performance, the assessment of their skills is necessary 

so that the teacher can make decisions about the modification of their 

strategies; The use of web 2.0 tools is detailed according to the author 

Giménez (2016) which is: "the assessment scale of learning in the use of a 

web tool is determined through the average scales of a local curriculum" (p 

105). This, in other words, describes the need to assess the level of 

acceptance and usefulness of a pedagogical tool selected by the teacher for 

the acquisition of descriptive writing skills in students. 
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     In the case of the reflection on the learning acquired in the use of the 

Padlet platform, the same author Giménez (2016) details: “the reflection of 

learning processes is the experience in teaching” (p. 106). This determines 

the relationship between reflection and experience, both contained in a 

conjugation interaction that defines the appropriation of a concept in a 

meaningful way. 

 

     Finally, before these details, the author describes the importance of the 

use of evaluation and observation in a qualifiable or quantifiable way on the 

acquisition of skills in the English language and descriptive writing in students 

to find a modification in their pedagogical and selection strategies of 

resources. 

 

Contextual framework 

Local context of the use of technologies in the classroom. 

     In the context of the interpretation of the theoretical contents before the 

referent of the needs of the locality in the use of a new pedagogical tool for 

the teaching of the English language, it focuses on the free form provision of 

concepts for the student in the consultation of the curricular contents applied 

in an object of assimilation of schemes in an articulated way to achieve its 

significance. 

 

Contribution of the Ecuadorian state. 

     The remarkable ability of the student to be assertive in the selection of 

ideas in the answer to various questions in the English language shows the 
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ability to be adaptable to the state instrument for the reproduction of orders 

on their expression in structured orders. 

 

     Given this, the authors García and Criollo (2018) detail: “In Ecuador, 

learning the English language is necessary for the incorporation of the 

educational project in the international and cultural relationship of new 

expressions of the student” (p. 4). This details that, given the problem, the 

Ecuadorian state has not given due importance in education on the 

acquisition of descriptive writing skills in English. 

 

Infrastructure value. 

 

The use of a correct infrastructure in the teaching of a language through a 

technological tool is not 100% adequate in all educational institutions, 

therefore it is necessary to require pedagogical elements in ICT such as 

computers for the use of the student in the acquisition of knowledge in the 

case of not being able to access the internet or a modern digital device that 

can display the characteristics of the portal or the web interface. 

 

Epistemological Foundation 

 

     The epistemological dimension of the study focuses on the curricular 

design, this is defined according to the author Cabrera (2016) as: “the 

process of building knowledge in the approach to developing thinking skills” 

(p. 13). Given this, the importance of student performance is shown from the 

vision of the current logical and creative mode. 
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     In other words, this foundation is oriented to the teacher's ability to perform 

functions on the student's potential in the pedagogical model for the 

acquisition of skills as established by the objective of the curriculum in the 

area through the confrontation of situations that are considered as 

presentation of the object of apprehension of schemas in the context of daily 

life. 

 

Philosophical Foundation 

 

     The philosophical base of the study is oriented to the knowledge of a new 

language that is advantageous for the student's work and academic 

performance, in this sense in the words of the author Bárcena (2015) it is: 

“the use of the computer and the philosophical approach education, such as 

the learning of man in letters as a narrative of the facts of his ideas and 

thoughts” (p. 707). This details the doctrine Plato, Descartes, Kant and 

Heidegger in the philosophical knowledge about the human potential in the 

acquisition of a new language through the application of didactic strategies 

and contemporary pedagogical resources. 

 

Pedagogical Foundation 

 

     From the vision of learning and the faculty of the teacher in the use of 

strategies in teaching a foreign language, the author's approach is 

determined Bravo (2018) is “the selection of activities and learning situations 

as didactic materials as support to the development of skills” (p. 77). On the 

other hand, what the author defines focuses on the alternative offered by ICT 

in student learning in the foreign language. 
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     In previous conciseness about this section, the implication of technologies 

in teaching online is shown, this is opportune through the development of 

constructivism as a social model, that is, it favors collaboration in the 

classroom aimed at learning the qualities in descriptive writing of the English 

language. This occurs when a student accesses the Padlet 2.0 software and 

can share the knowledge acquired with their other classmates. 

 

Psychological Foundation 

 

In the contribution of psychology in learning English, there is the contribution 

of the author Bravo L. (2016) who expresses: 

From the neuropsychological point of view, there is a coercion of 

phonological awareness with orthographic visual awareness, which 

requires a complex process of connection between the brain regions 

that receive and analyze visual information and phonological 

information (p. 53) 

 

     Given this, the author details that the quality and speed of brain 

interconnections depends to choose an identification of the possible answer 

based on what was learned in class or through the web 2.0 Padlet tool. This 

details multi-causal learning with a complexity in the interpretation of 

interpretive images and symbols in descriptive writing. 

 

Sociological Foundation 

     In the sociological foundation of the study problem and its correct 

interpretation in the social context of the study, the contribution of the authors 
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is defined Caicedo and Anchundia (2017) who say: “the current world should 

have as a priority the basis of communication between the beings of the 

same species to opt for an exchange of culture and cultural knowledge that is 

beneficial to the local community ”(p. 30). Given this, what is stated by the 

author describes the theory of symbolic and ethnological interactionism of 

Goffman (1922-1982) that describes this as the analysis of human culture to 

access basic principles of knowledge exchange. 

 

Legal framework 

 

Article 26. - Education is a right for people throughout their lives and an 

inescapable and unavoidable duty of the State. It constitutes a priority area of 

public policy and State investment, guarantee of equality and social inclusion 

and an indispensable condition for the good life. Individuals, families and 

society have the right and the responsibility to participate in the educational 

process. 

 

Article 27. - Education will focus on the human being and ensure its holistic 

development, within the framework of respect for human rights, the 

sustainable environment and democracy; it will be participatory, mandatory, 

intercultural, democratic, inclusive and diverse, quality and warmth; promote 

gender equity, justice, solidarity and peace; stimulate critical sense, art and 

physical culture, individual and community initiative, and the development of 

skills and abilities to create and work. 

 

Article 28. - Education respond to the public interest and will not be at the 

service of individual and corporate interests. Ensure universal access, 
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retention, mobility and exit without any discrimination and mandatory at the 

initial level, basic and secondary education or equivalent. Science, 

technology, innovation and ancestral knowledge. 

 

Article 385. - The national system of science, technology, innovation and 

ancestral knowledge, within the framework of respect for the environment, 

nature, life, culture and sovereignty, will have as a purpose: 1. Generate, 

adapt and disseminate scientific and technological knowledge. 2. Recover, 

strengthen and enhance the ancestral knowledge. 3. Develop technologies 

and innovations that boost domestic production, raise efficiency and 

productivity, improve the quality of life and contribute to the realization of the 

good living. 

 

Article 386.- The system shall include policies, programs, actions, resources, 

and be incorporated into State institutions, public research institutes, 

universities and polytechnics and individuals, public and private companies, 

non-governmental organizations and natural or legal persons, as are activities 

of research, technological development and innovation and those linked to 

the ancestral knowledge. The State, through the competent body, coordinate 

system, establish goals and policies, in accordance with the National 

Development Plan, with the participation of the actors that comprise it. 

 

Article 387. - It is the responsibility of the State: 1. Provide and promote the 

incorporation of the knowledge society to achieve the objectives of the 

regime's development. 2. Promote the generation and production of 

knowledge, promoting scientific and technological research, and enhance the 

ancestral knowledge, and contribute to the realization of good living. 3. 

Ensure the dissemination and access to scientific and technological 
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knowledge, the usufruct of their discoveries and findings within the framework 

of the provisions of the Constitution and the law. 4. Guarantee freedom of 

creation and research in the framework of respect for ethics, nature, the 

environment, and the rescue of ancestral knowledge. Recognize the status of 

researcher in accordance with the law. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

     In this chapter an analysis is carried out between the methodology to be 

carried out and the result of the primary information collection instruments; 

The procedure of this study is detailed as a descriptive, qualitative and 

quantitative model. The methods that are evaluated in this study are related 

to the use of technologies and the participatory modality in classes or 

interactive on a computer or Smartphone. 

 

Methodological design 

     The methodological design is according to the author the Aquiahuatl 

(2019) “step-by-step sequence of a study that must be carried out through an 

interaction between the researcher and the phenomenon” (p. 17). This is 

understood as the selection of a type and focus of the study that allows the 

researcher to participate in the method of collecting and analyzing the 

information. 

 

     In this study, the scientific and descriptive approach is used as a 

framework, the first is described according to the author Cegarra (2018) as 

“the posing of a hypothesis through the observation of a phenomenon that 

must be corroborated or discarded through its description” (p. 9). The study is 

given under scientific criteria because it must have a quantitative result that 

defines the influence of one variable on another. 

 

     In the same way, it refers to their description, that is, the descriptive 

approach that is defined by the author Cortéz (2016) as “it is a subjective 

method of the researcher to express the results of an investigation in order to 
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find a deduction of a phenomenon” (p. 17). To better understand this 

approach, the approximation is given in the type of qualitative research that 

serves to evaluate non-measurable observations as attitudes of the observed 

in the phenomenon of the use of technologies for the teaching of English. 

 

Types of research 

Among the types of research there are: 

• Qualitative 

• Quantitative 

•Documentary film 

• Exploratory 

• Field 

 

Qualitative research 

     The qualitative study is as interpreted by the author Gómez (2017) “it is a 

semiotic-linguistic type applied in the social and philosophical sciences of 

education” (p. 27). This concept is applied in a relevant way on the applied 

subject that it deals with improving English language education through a 

technological didactic tool. 

 

Quantitative investigation 

     This type of research is used in the words of the author Hernández (2016) 

in: "quantifying or processing measurable data such as ranges or frequencies 

in obtaining information through primary instruments" (p. 44). The application 
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of this type of research is aimed at reducing information by means of 

statistical and percentage tables according to each of the instruments and 

their reference techniques. 

Documentary research 

     The documentary-type study is referred to by the author Pardinas (2016) 

as: "an essential part of a scientific research process, it can be defined as a 

strategy that is systematically observed and reflected on theoretical and 

empirical realities" (p. 67). This author's analysis shows the difference in the 

use of a document to reference or support a theory in the development of 

descriptive writing skills in the English language in students of the formal 

operative stage. 

 

Exploratory research 

This type of research is used in the words of the author Prieto (2017) “the 

study of the problem that is not clearly defined” (p. 87). In the case of the 

problem about the use of ICT in the teaching of the English language in its 

descriptive writing indicator, it is related as a limit in the search for a goal or 

objective, difficulties are found due to ambiguities about the management of 

strategies, methods and tools that can be used in this process. 

Field research 

     This type of research is applied in expressions of the author Ricalde 

(2017) such as: “it is one that is achieved by extracting data directly from the 

problem” (p. 41). This occurs when applying the techniques and instruments 

of the investigation that has a direct relationship with the problem and the 

approach on the difficulties of the use of technologies to develop descriptive 

writing skills in students. 
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Variables operationalization matrix 

Table No 1 Operationalization of variables 

Independent 
variable 

Dimensions Indicators 

Use of ICT 

Teaching Technologies 
-Language   simulators. 
-Simulation phases 

Padlet 

-Characteristics. 
-Qualities in teaching. 
-Proposals for improvements in 
knowledge transfer. 

Acquisition of meaningful 
knowledge through 

technologies. 

Identification of needs and 
starting point. 
-implantation and operation of 
the virtual advisor. 
-Evaluation, reflection and 
experience. 

Local context of the use of 
technologies in the 

classroom. 

-Contribution of the Ecuadorian 
state. 
-Value of the infrastructure. 
-Access to the internet in the 
local context. 

Dependent 
variable 

Dimensions Indicators 

English 
learning 

Vocabulary 

- Learning vocabulary. 

- listening skills. 

Grammar 

- Constructivism and other 
theories of acquisition of a 
foreign language. 

-Inner motivation. 

-Promoting independent 
learning 

Reading comprehension 

- Communicative approach 

-Contextual highlighting 

-Feedback 

Types of evaluation 

Diagnostic 
Formative 
Summative 
Written tests 
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Population and sample 

     The universe according to the author Torres (2015) is: "a numerous group 

of people who have common characteristics in a defined place and time" (p. 

104). According to what the author details, it can be understood that the 

population is the totalitarian of the people who are related to the subject of 

study and its variables, for this reason they are stratified in table 1 below: 

 

Table No 2  Population 

No.  Description No sample  

1  Directives  1 

2  Teachers directives  10 

 English teachers  3 

  Total  14 

Source Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro 

Produce by: Juan Carlos Pastrana V and Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

     The population, as it is not greater than 100 people, can be determined as 

(Sánchez, 2015) "an important segment of the same study to study the 

characteristics of the problem" (p. 88). In this way, the use of a formula is not 

intended, the entire population is used. 

Table No 3 Sample 

No.  Description No sample  

1  Directives  1 

 English teachers  3 

2  Teachers directives  10 

  Total  14 

Source Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro 

Produce by: Juan Carlos Pastrana y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 
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Scientific methods 

 

     The scientific methods applied in this research are known as the 

foundation of the different means of analysis of results or how they will be 

interpreted by the researcher. The purpose is to find an answer to the 

questions of the study. These methods are: 

• Analysis-synthesis 

• Inductive-deductive 

 

Analysis-synthesis 

 

      The phenomenon or problem observed in the study of the project must be 

elucidated according to the tools that are linked to certain procedures for 

answering questions, this search is defined by the author Valdés (2018) as: 

“the analysis is the separation of the parts of the context of the problem and 

you synthesize it is the composition of a whole ”(p. 37). As the author states, 

once the parts of the problem are separated and their analysis of each one of 

them is done independently, they must be put together to find a joint answer 

for all of them for synthesis purposes for the descriptive report. 

 

Inductive-deductive 

 

     The logical reasoning, or inductive deductive of researchers, on a context 

of a problem or phenomenon is related to effects on an individual is important 

to analyze and then be solved. The author Short (2016) expresses: “both 

methods are of logical reasoning, and therefore the indicative describes the 
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particular characteristics of the problem and the general principles 

deductively” (p. 88). In other words, it is detailed as the evaluation of the 

characteristics of the joint problem to the general qualities of the environment 

that proceeds to the participation of teachers with technological resources 

and the teaching of English. 

 

Research techniques 

 

     The techniques are understood as an important resource to have in 

presence the results of an event, this is described in detail by the author 

Torres (2015) who states: “it is the ability to collect information about the fact 

of the development of a phenomenon through specific techniques” (p. 84). In 

other words, the application of methods strengthens the collection of 

information through the incursion before the fact or phenomenon. Thus, in 

this way, the following methods will be used for this educational project: 

• Interview 

• Survey 

• Observation 

 

Interview 

     The use of interviews is considered necessary according to the author 

Ahumada (2017) because: "they are tools that serve to have an approach 

about the problem and the subject of study" (p. 77). In this way, the use of 

this technique shows the open participation process of the analysis of the 

interviewees (1 manager) to present their ideas about the problem and the 

facts that give rise to it with the effects on the quality of language teaching 

English in their descriptive writing skills. 
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Survey 

     In carrying out the research questions, it was had in mind to obtain 

answers about the proposed objectives, through these the realization can be 

based as expressed by the author Bogisic (2016) who states: “surveys are 

collection techniques of primary information that serve to group a series of 

results that encompass the opinions of different subjects ”(p. 91). Given this, 

the importance of selecting this method is close to selecting a group of people 

who will be evaluated on the opinions in a directed way in the resolution of 

questions about the problem and its variables. 

 

Observation 

     An important technique to detail the beginning of the evaluation of the 

problem and its identification is observation, before this the author Nieto 

(2017) who defines it: “observation is a technique that receives the 

development of the problem and the reaction of the subjects who are affected 

by it” (p. 65). Given these words, the author describes in an important way 

how the interpretation of the results of the selection of the problem is 

appreciated and at the same time how the subjects under study behave about 

this conflict of the management of ICT and the PADLET for language learning 

English in the classrooms. 

 

Research instruments 

 

     For the development of the research and the collection of primary 

information from the control subjects in the population and sample, it will be 

detailed later in this project, the use of the instruments is detailed as part of 
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the elaboration of questions that will serve as contribution in the resolution of 

questions and premises of the report.   

 

Open polls 

     Surveys are used to collect information from a group of people in the 

interest of research, therefore the author Sudario (2016) defines them as: "a 

series of questions that are established on a basis of indicators that want to 

be measured" (p. 104). Based on this, the author details the importance of 

using surveys to cover a wide group of subjects in the sample. 

 

     In this study, the development of the questionnaires will be based on ten 

unstructured questions with free response options to guide the interpretation 

of the same to solve the problem and be able to give feasibility to the activity 

workshop proposal; the open questions were directed to the director of the 

educational institution. 

 

Questionnaires 

     The use of questionnaires is the selection of questions that are relevant to 

clarify a situation in the problem of the educational project, for this reason the 

author Sánchez (2015) defines it as “a group of questions that are structured 

and sectioned to obtain relevant information about the study variables” (p. 

69). Given this, it should be mentioned that the elaboration of the questions in 

the form of a questionnaire is oriented in a group for the independent variable 

and another group for the dependent variable as well as obtaining the 

information for the feasibility of the proposal. 
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Likert scale  

 

     The use of the measurement scales of a project in the primary information 

collection instruments is mentioned as relevant by the author Stenhouse 

(2019) who states: “the Likert scale serves to close the variation and 

dispersion of the results according to the variance of the analysis of the 

variables” (p. 114). This is close to the selection of the instrument as relevant 

to the study because it is a closed answer option that does not give way to 

the ambiguity of the answers by the respondents. 

 

Observation sheets 

 

     The observation phase in the development of the actions and participation 

of the students is necessary through the visualization of the acts through an 

instrument that details unemployment and skills in descriptive writing in 

English, before this the author Torres (2015) mentions: “when observing a 

problem, the parameters that govern it must be established on the need to 

understand how one variable affects another in the subjects” (p. 96). This is 

detailed as important in determining how the use of technology resources in 

the classroom is linked to the improvement of skills in students' descriptive 

writing skills. 

     The aforementioned problems were observed in chapter one of the study 

where the lack of interaction between teachers without ICT and at the same 

time with students affects the quality of learning in the English language. 
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Analysis and interpretation of results 

Interview directed to the director of the Unidad Educativa Fiscal “Eloy 

Alfaro” 

1.- Is it important that students use technological resources for the 

development of writing skills in learning the English language? 

     It is necessary, more than important, a contribution of technology is shown 

to facilitate, not only entertainment but also, obtaining information to learn 

about a correct expressiveness in the English subject. 

 

2.- Do 8th EGB students have difficulties in developing writing skills in 

expressing ideas in the English language? 

     The problem is notorious in the students, I can dare to say that 

approximately 33% of the students have learning difficulties in the English 

language, this I can corroborate on the quarterly report that the educator must 

give in the evaluations taken. 

 

3.- How do you think writing skills can be improved in 8th EGB 

students? 

     To achieve an improvement in the writing qualities of students, it is 

necessary to use new strategies that are oriented to the relationship of the 

changing context of the environment that influences the student's participation 

and motivation within the classroom. 
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4.- Do you agree that technologies should be used to enhance the 

development of descriptive writing skills in 8th grade EGB students? 

     I agree with this, the dialectic of the application of technology as a 

qualitative and quantitative means in the development of student skills, is 

important and thus technologies should be urgently used for the development 

of descriptive writing skills in students 8th of EGB 

 

5.- Do you consider it necessary to train the teacher to make use of a 

digital platform in the development of writing skills in English with 8th 

grade students? 

It is very necessary, in my opinion, the teacher must be in full competence 

and skills of handling the pedagogical support tools. 

 

     Analysis: the highest authority in the educational unit, is shown as an 

element that details its appropriation of the problem due to a lack of 

interaction between the educator and the requirements of modern education 

in the use of ICT to promote the learning of the English language. 
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Interview directed to the English teachers of the Unidad Educativa 

Fiscal “Eloy Alfaro” 

English teacher 1 

Position: Teacher of the English subject 

Interviewed: Lupe Narcisa Alcivar Beltrán 

Interviewers: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares and Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

Teacher Interview Questions 1 

 

1.- Is it important that students of higher basic education develop 

writing through the use of PADLET? 

     In my opinion, the use of technologies in education is necessary, but with 

the application of an interface that I am not very familiar with, it is difficult for 

me to achieve the delivery of tasks and activities that consolidate the 

envelopes learned in the classroom. 

2.- Are you capable of handling ICT in job performance to achieve 

pedagogical objectives in students? 

     In the management of technological information I am not as up to date as 

it should be today. But I am interested in the use of ICT in the classroom. 

3.- What common problem do 8th EGB students show in the 

development of writing skills in English? 

     The frequent problem in students is the lack of articulation of concepts 

about the use of acicular and adjectives with reference to the time of the 

expression of the sentence. 
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4.- What is the importance of the use of ICT in learning the English 

language? 

     The teaching method changes in the classroom from being participatory to 

an interactive model with the use of a technology involved, this in my opinion 

makes it difficult to evaluate the results because it is asynchronous with the 

resolution of problems in everyday contexts, In other words, they can have 

help from third parties and it is not possible to obtain a real answer from the 

student's knowledge. 

 

5.- Do you consider that the development of an interactive guide for 

descriptive writing is necessary? 

     Yes, I consider it necessary to know how to handle educational 

technologies in favor of students to achieve skills acquired in the descriptive 

writing of expressions in English. 

 

English teacher 2 

Position: Teacher of the English subject 

Interviewed: Mariela Maribel Montecel Figueroa  

Interviewers: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares and Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Teacher interview questions 2 

1.- Is it important that students of higher basic education develop 

writing through the use of PADLET? 

     Students are always at the forefront of technology, which is why I consider 

it necessary to use technologies in the classroom to facilitate the ability to 

assimilate schemes in a significant way. 
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2.- Are you capable of handling ICT in job performance to achieve 

pedagogical objectives in students? 

     Yes, at the moment I have a broad knowledge of the management of ICT 

in the classroom, for this reason I am supporting your initiative to provide a 

digital tool to facilitate the teaching of the English language in classrooms. 

 

3.- What common problem do 8th EGB students show in the 

development of writing skills in English? 

     The main learning problem in the use of the expression of ideas in the 

English language in students is related to the lack of knowledge of verbs and 

time auxiliaries in relation to the contextualization of the use of an everyday 

vocabulary in different settings. frequent that a foreigner is in a foreign 

country. 

 

4.- What is the importance of the use of ICT in learning the English 

language? 

     ICTs are of importance in the learning of students in the eighth year of 

basic general education because they have an ease of reference to the 

subject of the English class through the acquisition of guidelines on the object 

of apprehension of learning schemes on the internet . 

 

5.- Do you consider that the development of an interactive guide for 

descriptive writing is necessary? 

     Yes, it is very timely and very interesting to deal with learning topics that 

are not completely clear to them through interaction with a web portal that 

gives them the answers in the expression of ideas with everyday contexts. 
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English teacher 3 

Position: Teacher of the English subject 

Interviewed: Magni del Pilar Cevallos Mosquera 

Interviewers: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares and Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Teacher interview questions 3 

1.- Is it important that students of higher basic education develop 

writing through the use of PADLET? 

     In my opinion, it is very important; the student is able to work and interact 

with the educational applications with greater skills every day. Due to the 

daily intervention of ICT in the community, this is shown as a frequent 

element in the development of children's skills. 

 

2.- Are you capable of handling ICT in job performance to achieve 

pedagogical objectives in students? 

     My knowledge is limited, but it is not null, I am willing to have an initiative 

with my students for the use of a digital platform that facilitates the 

assimilation of concepts in the schematization of learning objects in the 

English language. 

 

3.- What common problem do 8th EGB students show in the 

development of writing skills in English? 

     The main problem in my students is the limited motivation to pay attention 

to the use of auxiliary tenses and irregular verbs in the past tense. 
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4.- What is the importance of the use of ICT in learning the English 

language? 

     For me, the importance of using ICT in the classroom or outside of it is 

necessary to provide students with a source of reference or evaluation of their 

knowledge through active interaction with the internet. 

 

5.- Do you consider that the development of an interactive guide for 

descriptive writing is necessary? 

     Yes, I think it is necessary and very interesting to try the development of 

the descriptive writing of the students through a web platform with a simple 

user interface for the purpose of acquiring significant knowledge in the writing 

of ideas and answers to everyday questions in the English language . 

 

     Analysis: Teachers as a whole show a preference for the application of 

educational technologies in the context of teaching a foreign language in 

students, thus showing an openness in the execution of the proposal of a 

PADLET link for elaboration of homework in the classroom. 
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Survey applied to administrative teachers of the Fiscal Education Unit 

"Eloy Alfaro" 

 

1. You consider that you have the necessary resources for English teaching. 

Table No 4  Resources needed for teaching English 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

1 

Strongly agree 5 50% 

Some agree 3 30% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 2 20% 

Strongly disagree 0 0% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 1 Resources needed for teaching English 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit  “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

     Analysis: The teachers reported that the majority (30% somewhat agree 
and 50% strongly agree) possess the necessary resources for classroom 
teaching, this is contrasted with a minority that represents 20% with 
somewhat disagreement In other words, it has difficulties in teaching English 
in the classroom, which affects the development of descriptive writing skills in 
students. 
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2. Your students have a difficulty related to the expression in written and 
descriptive way with what they have learned in class 

Table No 5 English learning difficulties 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

2 

Strongly agree 0 0% 

Some agree 3 30% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 5 50% 

Strongly disagree 2 20% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 2 English learning difficulties 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

     Analysis: The students, from the teachers' perspective, have 30% English 
language learning difficulties with some agreement in the survey responses, 
while 50% disagree somewhat and the remaining 20% strongly agree. 
disagree, this relates to the previous answer on lack of resources and effects 
on quality. 
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3. You observed learning difficulties in students in the English language 

mostly in written development. 

Table No 6 English learning difficulties due to lack of resources 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

3 

Strongly agree 2 20% 

Some agree 1 10% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 4 40% 

Strongly disagree 3 30% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 3 English learning difficulties due to lack of resources 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Analysis: The teachers detail that a significant group of students (10% 

somewhat agree and 20% strongly agree) have English learning difficulties 

due to lack of resources, this relates to the origin of the problem due to the 

need for resources and tools pedagogical activities in the classroom. 
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4. It is necessary to develop critical thinking in students to understand the 

semantics in writing the answers to problems of everyday context in English. 

Table No 7 Critical thinking and descriptive writing 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

4 

Strongly agree 6 60% 

Some agree 4 40% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 0 0% 

Strongly disagree 0 0% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 4 Critical thinking and descriptive writing 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

     Analysis: The development of critical thinking in students as an important 

element for descriptive writing is essential, as shown by the survey where 

60% of teachers strongly agree and 40% somewhat agree; This favors the 

production of arguments in the students to achieve the desired expression in 

a task or communication problem in English. 
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5. The development of descriptive writing skills in students is improved 

through the use of technologies in the classroom. 

Table No 8 Technologies and descriptive writing 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

5 

Strongly agree 4 40% 

Some agree 2 20% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 3 30% 

Strongly disagree 1 10% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 5 Technologies and descriptive writing 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

      Analysis: The use of technologies in the teacher's criteria has a favorable 

effect on the development of descriptive writing in students (40% strongly 

agree and 20% agree), while a significant group (30% somewhat disagree 

and 10% strongly disagree) consider that they do not have it, this has to do 

with the educator's ability to use ICT in the classroom. 
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6. Teachers are fully aware of the benefits of ICT for English teaching at a 

higher basic level. 

Table No 9  ICTs benefit English language learning 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

6 

Strongly agree 6 60% 

Some agree 0 0% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 2 20% 

Strongly disagree 2 20% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 6 ICTs benefit English language learning 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

     Analysis: The benefit of the use of technologies in the learning of the 

English language in a specific way has a relationship with the previous 

question where educators mostly (60% strongly agree) consider it 

appropriate, but 20% somewhat disagree and the remaining 20% strongly 

disagree demonstrates the lack of use of them in relation to the quality of use 

of this teaching tool. In the classrooms. 
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7. ICTs should be used as teaching resources in writing texts with students of 

a higher Basic level. 

 

Table No 10  Use technologies in the classroom 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

7 

Strongly agree 7 70% 

Some agree 0 0% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 0 0% 

Strongly disagree 3 30% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 7  Using technologies in the classroom 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

      Analysis: The majority of teachers (70% strongly agree) consider that the 

use of technology in the classroom improves descriptive writing in students in 

the English language, while 30% strongly disagree, they do not believe it. 

consider them as a distraction or lack of knowledge about their benefit in 

teaching. 
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8. It is necessary for students to use ICT to acquire skills in descriptive writing 

in a foreign language. 

Table No 11 It is necessary for students to use ICT 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

8 

Strongly agree 6 60% 

Some agree 3 30% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 0 0% 

Strongly disagree 1 10% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

Graphic No. 8  It is necessary for students to use ICT 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

     Analysis: In question 8 of the teacher survey, there is a contradiction 

among educators where now 60% strongly agree and 30% somewhat agree 

on the use of ICT for the learning of descriptive writing in English, this details 

that there was an advance in the awareness of the survey on the use of ICT 

in teaching, but a group of 10% strongly disagrees because they still consider 

it a distracting element. 
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9. There should be a virtual technological tool that allows you to evaluate the 

outcome of the development of descriptive writing skills in students. 

 

Table No 12  ICT tool allows evaluating results 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

9 

Strongly agree 7 70% 

Some agree 1 10% 

 Indifferent 0 0% 

Some disagree 0 0% 

Strongly disagree 2 20% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

Graphic No. 9 ICT tool allows evaluating results 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

 

      Analysis: Most educators (70% strongly agree and 10% somewhat agree) 

consider that ICT facilitate the evaluation of results, but a group of 20% 

strongly disagree because they believe that this type of evaluation in the 

Student participation may have unwanted cooperation or virtual support not 

allowed. 
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10. It would be extremely helpful to learn the use and management of a digital 

tool to facilitate the transfer of knowledge with the student in improving 

learning performance in writing ideas in English. 

 

Table No 13  Learn the use and management of a digital tool 

Item  Category Frequency  Percentage  

10 

Strongly agree 8 80% 

Some agree 0 0% 

 Indifferent 1 10% 

Some disagree 0 0% 

Strongly disagree 1 10% 

Total  10 100% 
Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

Graphic No. 10 Learn the use and management of a digital tool 

 

Fuente: Fiscal educational unit “Eloy Alfaro” 

Produced by: Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares y Shirley Paola Brito Vélez 

Analysis: 80% of educators consider that if it is possible to improve learning 

through learning or a tool that contains the necessary resources to facilitate 

the transfer of knowledge in students, such as PADLET, while 10% are 

indifferent to that they are not sure because they do not know this didactic 

support and the remaining 10% strongly disagree because they do not know 

about the use of technologies in the classroom in such an advanced way. 
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Conclusions 

     The result of the ability to develop descriptive writing skills in eighth-year 

students of higher basic general education, specifically in the eighth year of 

the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit course through PADLET in the period 

2020-2021, had a favorable result that is oriented to the performance of the 

qualities of observation of a social context in the students, together the quality 

of expression in writing in the students under the scenarios described in the 

proposal. 

 

      The problem that originates the effect of lack of learning in the 

interception and proper use of adjectives in the writing of eighth-year EGB 

students from the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro, is due to the absence 

of interaction channels between knowledge and technologies in digital 

platforms. 

 

      Therefore, the knowledge of the importance of the use of technologies in 

the pedagogical aspect that facilitate the learning of English, was a complete 

success through the acceptance of the legal representatives and the 

authorities of the educational unit in order to interweave participation of the 

boys and girls with the acquired representation of the abilities and skills. 

 

 

     Finally, the proposal and development of the interactive guide in the 

performance of correct writing was established as acceptable in the proposal 

and in the stakeholder surveys of the group.
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PROPOSAL 

Proposal Title 

     An interactive guide for descriptive writing 

 

Justification 

     Descriptive writing in the English language is one that is responsible for 

developing a detailed description approach of processes, things or events in 

a daily situation, EGB students of the Eloy Alfaro Fiscal Educational Unit 

present needs to be satisfied in the written expression with use of grammar 

rules and contractions associated with everyday events. 

 

     The importance of knowing that this type of writing is used to acquire skills 

in the use of adjectives, also allows specifying and specifying each 

grammatical expression with its respective context in the case of the use of 

adjectives that can be confusing, this is the case of " loose ”which in means 

free, loose or unadjusted, but it can be used as a verb and changes to loose 

depending on the argument in which it is used. 

 

     Consequently, the methodological structure of the proposal is oriented to 

the natural approach, where the student generates a construction of 

knowledge by appropriating the foreign language in such a way that it is used 

in everyday contexts as if it were a mother tongue. 

 

     In addition, the practical importance is established with the use of 

cognitive pedagogy of an academic language, that is, it satisfies the student's 
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study needs; For this, the use of written exercises with great value in the 

interdisciplinary learning procedure is established. 

 

     Finally, the novelty that this proposal shows is the incorporation of 

educational technologies to achieve an assimilation and articulation of 

knowledge both in expression and in writing with the least degree of spelling 

and semantic errors, the application of online programs such as PADLET, 

which is a free portal, easily accessible to the student, will incorporate 

descriptive writing exercises of everyday situations with a degree of difficulty 

according to the maturity of the eighth-year EGB student. 

 

General objective of the proposal 

     Develop an interactive guide in PADLET for descriptive writing aimed at 

eighth-year EGB students from the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro. 

 

Specific objectives of the proposal 

 • Collect secondary information on the importance of the use of ICT in the 

development of descriptive writing in the English language. 

• Select daily activities that are motivating for the acquisition of skills in the 

development of descriptive writing in the English language. 

• Prepare an interactive guide with exercises on the PADLET online platform. 

 

Theoretical Aspects of the proposal 

     In natural approach it is the initial step for the development of a knowledge 

of the foreign language in the first years of study, this is perfected throughout 
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the teaching until it reaches a degree such that students can master the 

interpretation of the language as a second language. 

 

     Given this, a new interaction proposal can be established in the learning of 

the English language after early childhood in a correlation of acquisition and 

generation of new schemes from a naturalistic, cognitive and constructivist 

perspective. 

 

     As the author expresses Palacios (2020) he says that: 

This form expresses the achievement of the language explicitly and 

implicitly. In the first, learning a second language is a process similar to 

the one that children develop when learning their mother tongue. In the 

other, learning is informal and natural. Second language theory is 

approached where children acquire it while adults learn it. (p. 5) 

 

     From this, what the author describes is that, as the years go by, the 

interest of a cognitive type in the use of the naturalistic approach of consent 

of the English language in descriptive writing stands out, thus other 

methodological proposals were born as a result of the advances in didactics, 

linguistics, psychology and other disciplines. 

 

     During the natural development of the individual, he obtains the ability and 

dexterity to master at least one language; However, when learning a second 

or foreign language, when you are an adolescent, aged from 10 to 18 years, 

the author Krashen (1983) cited from Bravo (2016) hypothetically establishes 
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that said domain It occurs in two ways, dissimilar and independent to create 

second language competence. 

 

     The first is through knowledge such as the native language, from early 

childhood and the second is the acquisition of it as a knowledge acquired 

throughout development or growth. From this perspective, the level of 

maturity is correlated with the operational stage with the successive phases of 

learning. 

 

     It is thus described, a starting point in the student, this is mentioned in the 

curriculum as a learning object; approaching different methods from a 

worldview, the way of interpreting the world, in pedagogy, the most 

appropriate being the one that contextualizes the approaches that guide the 

nature and learning of the language. 

 

Andragogic Aspect 

     From a pedagogical and at the same time andragogical vision of the 

management of technologies by teachers to later be used by students in the 

acquisition of skills in the management of applications and interactive guides 

related to the correct interpretation of the use of adjectives, verbs and 

grammar aids in the English language are shown as a specification that is 

clearly representative of the modernization and updating of pedagogy. 

 

     This guide helps teachers to have a learning update as adults, but 

showing the skills and professional competencies of the methodology, 

strategies and pedagogy in the transfer of the English language, but with the 
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quality of achieving this with the application of media tools of a technological 

nature such as ICT in English language education. 

 

     On the other hand, the author Goldstein (2016) is quoted as saying the 

following: 

It gives more importance to the development of the human being because 

learning is directed to the improvement of the person and considers it as 

a real and potential transforming entity in the personal, family, community, 

institutional, group and social sphere; There is a commitment in the 

practice of values because education is not neutral, it must form a 

democratic environment, critical individuals, in solidarity, committed to the 

search for the common good. (p. 26) 

 

     In continuity, to what the aforementioned quote by the author Goldstein 

(2016) represents, it approaches a relationship between the timeliness of the 

acquisition of new knowledge in the teacher to later be transferred to the 

student through activities and control of operations of description of facts with 

constructivist faculties in the connection of new bridges of correlation 

between the previous and the new by appropriating the management of ICT 

and the descriptive writing exercises in the PADLET web portal. 

 

Psychological Aspect 

     In this section, the teacher is shown as a means of elaboration, selection 

and distribution of teaching resources according to the capacities of the 

students to achieve the desired goals; In other words, the educator generates 

the access door for the learner in the accessibility and understanding of the 
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foreign language, starting from naturalism as such towards constructivism 

through cognitivism in the descriptive writing of texts. 

 

     In the words of the authors Vásquez, Castillo, Parra and Loachamin 

(2020) they say: 

Students learn a language by using it, therefore we need to provide them 

with the ability to use the English language in different circumstances to 

ensure successful learning. All situations in the classroom are good 

alternatives for them to learn and teachers should take advantage of 

them. (p. 33) 

 

     That is, in what the authors mention, the psychological quality of the 

proposal is validated by being an intervention in the face of the academic 

requirements of students in overcoming contextual educational standards, as 

well as the use of constructive and naturalistic methodologies associated with 

a link between the previous and the new is enough to model the response in 

the descriptive expression through texts of everyday situations that may arise 

before the student. 

 

     Finally, the reasons that support linguistics in the didactics of the English 

language are the fact that, children and adolescents have greater facility to 

understand, imitate and appropriate a language in a satisfactory way than 

adults, this prepares the field for the sociological interpretation of it to help the 

discovery of notions about the handling of dialectics and the writing of a 

foreign language. 
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Sociological Aspect 

     Education must fulfill a vision of didactic standards in three social 

functions: that of prevailing, transmission of cultural heritage; and, the 

integration of the subject to a globalized world that depends on her adaptation 

to an always dynamic knowledge. 

 

This details that, in the words of the author Bogisic (2016) "the student must 

always be an agent of change and adaptation to contemporary changes 

without losing their identity when settling in a new culture" (p. 96) . In this 

way, the achievement of teaching quality is reduced to a field of interaction 

with the social context and in the same way with the incentive of adequate 

writing skills in the English language. 

 

Legal aspect 

     Considering the elements of the integrity of the human being, which 

encompasses their right to life, development and belonging to a society 

without exclusion, it is detailed that teachers are under the obligation to 

observe, achieve or fulfill and reach optimal development of the regulations 

that condition these rights. 

 

     According to article 27 of the Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador of 

2008, it states that: 

(Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador, 2008): Education will focus on 

the human being and will guarantee their holistic development, within the 

framework of respect for human rights, a sustainable environment and 

democracy, it will be participatory, mandatory, intercultural, democratic 
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and diverse in quality and warmth, it will promote gender equality, justice, 

solidarity and peace; It will stimulate the critical sense, art and physical 

culture, individual and community initiative and the development of 

competencies and capacities to create and work. (p. 42) 

 

     Under this state policy the proposal contemplates the reality of 

establishing a contribution to education and access to the acquisition of 

knowledge at all levels for students and an active participation of teachers in 

the sample of activities as spokespersons for a new teaching tool. 

 

     In the same way, there is article 350 of the Organic Law of Higher 

Education that says: 

Organic Law of Higher Education (2010): Art. 350 of the Constitution of 

the Republic of Ecuador indicates that the Higher Education System aims 

at academic and professional training with a scientific and humanistic 

vision; scientific and technological research; innovation, promotion, 

development and dissemination of knowledge and cultures; the 

construction of solutions for the country's problems, in relation to the 

objectives of the development regime. (p. 37) 

 

In this way, the correlation of the LOES, with the Constitution of the Republic 

of Ecuador, is clear in the continuous training of teachers despite their years 

of graduating from the University as agents of professional and scientific 

sharing in the community. 

Continuing, the support for the use of ICT in education is given in article 2 of 

the Organic Law of Intercultural Education-LOEI: 
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LOEI, (2016): That, article 2 of the Organic Law of Intercultural Education-

LOEI establishes that educational activity is developed according to the 

following general principles, which are the philosophical, conceptual and 

constitutional foundations that support, define and govern the decisions 

and activities in the educational field: (...) f) Development of processes.- 

Educational levels must be adapted to people's life cycles, their cognitive, 

affective and psychomotor development, capacities, cultural and linguistic 

environment, their needs and those of the country (…). g) Lifelong 

learning.- The conception of education as lifelong learning, which 

develops throughout life; (…) S) Flexibility.- Education will have a 

flexibility that allows it to adapt to local and global diversities and realities 

(…) w) Quality and warmth.- It guarantees the right of people to a quality 

and warm education (… ); (…) F, f) Compulsory nature.- It establishes the 

compulsory nature of education from the level of initial education to the 

level of high school or its equivalent. (p. 2) 

 

     In this way, the need to achieve a quality education is determined for 

students who are in the stage of assimilating the knowledge of descriptive 

writing in the foreign language in general basic secondary education, 

specifically in year eight of EGB. 

 

     Based on this, the reference to article 4 of the LOEI says: 

LOEI (2016) That article 4 of the LOEI determines that education is a 

fundamental human right guaranteed in the Constitution of the Republic 

and a necessary condition for the realization of other human rights.- They 

are holders of the right to education of quality, secular, free and free at 

the initial, basic and high school levels, as well as permanent education 

throughout life, formal and non-formal, all the inhabitants of Ecuador.- 
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The National Education System will deepen and will guarantee the full 

exercise of constitutional rights and guarantees. (p. 3) 

 

Thus, article six of the LOEI establishes: 

LOEI (2016) That article 6 of the LOEI foresees that the main obligation of 

the State is the full, permanent and progressive fulfillment of the 

constitutional rights and guarantees in educational matters, and of the 

principles and purposes established in this Law. State have the following 

additional obligations. Literal d) Guarantee the universalization of 

education in its initial, basic and baccalaureate levels (...) Literal g) 

Guarantee the mandatory application of a national curriculum, both in 

public, municipal, private and fiscal institutions, at its various levels: initial, 

basic and baccalaureate; and, modalities: face-to-face, blended and 

distance (p. 4) 

 

     Finally, the interpretation of the legal articles of the research and the 

foundation of the proposal are essential to arrive at a production activity in 

favor of quality results in obtaining and including skills in the performance of 

the writing of descriptive writing. in the boys and girls of the eighth year of 

EGB of the Fiscal Education Unit Eloy Alfaro. 

 

Feasibility of its Application: 

     This study has its feasibility oriented to the response of intrinsic facts 

about how and what is its limitation to be applied, in this way, the report is in 

favor of the ease of technical, financial and at the same time human work: 
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• Technical Feasibility: it is possible to have access to an elaboration of a 

platform that facilitates the development of students in the acquisition of 

skills through exercises and interactive guide by PADLET. 

 

• Financial Feasibility: the financing of the preparation of the proposal is 

autonomous or self-managed so as not to have a signaling to a 

participant of the finances of costs and expenses in the presentation of 

the product for free. 

 

• Human Feasibility: the interveners in the realization of the proposal are 

the conglomerates associated with the collection of information, such as 

teachers, students and directors of the educational institution. 

 

Description of the Proposal 

     The proposal is made up of three well-defined parts, the first is the 

instruction of the same that contains the approach of the facts in the 

performance of the elaboration of the exercises to reach a specific goal 

according to the local curriculum of foreign language education. 

 

The second element is the body of the activity that defines the development 

process and sequence in solving the activity problem. And finally, the 

interaction of the students is found as a positive result in the application of the 

virtual teaching modality of the English language with a focus on naturalism 

and at the same time on constructivism and the acquisition of descriptive 

writing skills of the foreign language. 
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TOPIC: 

Interactive descriptive English learning guide 

Oriented to: 

EGB eighth year students from the Unidad Educativa Fiscal Eloy Alfaro 

Authors: 

Shirley Paola Brito Vélez / Juan Carlos Pastrana Villares 

 

Introduction to the Guide 

 

     It is well known that there is still no exclusive correlation between an 

aspect of knowledge and a specific learning object, it is true that the foreign 

language contributes in a more relevant way to the development of some of 

the capacities expressed in the general objectives of the area. The 

instrumental nature of the English language means that any type of subject 

can be addressed in class. 
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Content of the proposal. 

 

     The content of the study work with applications of evaluative type and 

contribution to students is to the medium PADLET that are defined as a group 

of four columns of 5 explanations each column on the proper use of grammar 

in the English language and despite that A series of exercises with 

assessable answers by the teacher was halal to their institutional e-mail in 

order to correct, validate or provide feedback on errors in students. 
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Activity 1 

 

Describing Family 

 

 

 

Read:  

 

Rosie’s Family My family is not very big. I have one baby brother and no 

sisters. We live with our parents, my grandma and our dog Flocky. My mother 

is 38 years old. She is a very kind and happy woman. She is short, a little fat, 

and she has long hair. She works at a supermarket. My father is 42. He is a 

very funny and honest man. He works as a mechanic with my uncle Carlos, 

his younger brother. My younger brother is sweet so I love playing with him. 

My grandma is only 59 years old. She’s a really good cook and her chocolate 

cake is the best in the world. Her hair is grey and short. Flocky is our pet dog. 

He’s small and noisy. Finally, I am Rosie. I’m 14 years old. I’m short and thin. 

I am a bit quiet, but friendly. 
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Answer the following questions: 

 

How many sisters does Rosie have?  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

 

How old is Rosie’s grandmother?  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

 

Who is Carlos? • 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

Describe Rosie physically.  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 

What does Carlos do as a job? 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________ 
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Activity 2 

 

Describing people 

 

There’s a new student in the class and you want to describe her or him to 

your mother. To do this, write a short descriptive paragraph. 

 

1. Read the following sections of a paragraph. Which section do you think is 

first, which is second, and which is third? Write the numbers 1, 2, 3 in the 

circles next to each section. 

 

___To conclude, for all these reasons and more, my mom is the best 

 

___ My mom is an interesting woman, and she’s beautiful inside and out. 

 

___ My mom’s name is Carmen and she’s 37 years old. She is from Zaruma, 

but now she lives in Cuenca with me and my brothers. She is a tall and thin 

woman. Her hair is long and brown. She’s very creative and funny. I love her 

smile and the way she helps people with their problems. My mom works at a 

hospital, she is a great nurse. 
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Activity 3 

Write the opposite of these descriptive adjectives 

 

 

Big  Quiet  

Fat  Good  

Short  Funny  

Old  Happy  
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Activity 4 

Avatar’s content. Descriptive characteristics. Personality and physical 

appearance 
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Activity 5 

Making a Web Profile 

 

 

 

A teacher asks you to make your own web profile, but you are not sure what it 

is. Follow the instructions below to learn about how to make your own web 

profile. 

 

Paragraph 1 

A web profile is good and you need to show something about yourself. It 

needs to have some nice information about who you are and maybe your 

likes and dislikes. And you can use all the information you want. You can 
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show your originality. There is no problem with it. You can make friends and 

play online. My brother has one, but I don’t. 

 

Paragraph 2 

Creating your own web profile is not a difficult task and it can make you very 

popular. Anyone can have a web profile and they are easy to make. It must 

have a clear and nice presentation. It can be simple and dull or sophisticated 

and interactive. It can connect to other media applications and interesting and 

fun sites. If you want to have many followers online, make your web profile 

and update it every day with attractive ideas or even pictures. It is a piece of 

cake! 

 

 

Write your own paragraph about any website that you often visit. There are 

words to help you. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ 
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Activity 6 

Used the paragraph 

 

 

 

 

Time to make your profile for the web. Remember to use a descriptive 

paragraph. Look at the examples on page 21 to help you. (40-50 words) 

 

Instruction  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Detail 1 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Detail 2  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

Detail 3  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Conclusion  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Activity 7 

Grammar – Vocabulary 

 

 

 

Complete the chart below with the words you learned in the lessons and then 

make three complete sentences in the lines using those words: 

 

Countries Nationalities Descriptive 
Adjective 
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Activity 8 

Grammar – Vocabulary 

 

 

 

You know how to make descriptive paragraphs, so write a great one about 

your avatar. It has to be the most incredible and the most amazing you’ve 

seen. 
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Activity 9 

Grammar – Vocabulary 

 

 

Discovering Our Origins 

When we listen to the word “marimba,” a nice and happy dance comes to our 

minds, and we immediately think of people from Esmeraldas, on the northern 

coast of Ecuador. But did you know that… • Its origin was in Colombia? • 

There is evidence of its existence since the XVII century? • Marimba is also 

the name of the instrument made of “Guadua” sugar cane, used for making 

music? 

 

Use descriptive adjectives to talk about the place you write about. i.e. 

Esmeraldas province has incredible 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 
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Activity 10 

You are a tour guide 

 

 

 

You are a tour guide. Recommend a place to visit on vacation. Be as 

descriptive as possible. 

 

Read the following text and answer the questions below. 

 

Carmen lives in a big city right in front of a busy street. From her window, she 

watches how dangerous it is for some pedestrians, especially young kids and 

the elderly, to cross the street. One reason is that some drivers don’t respect 

the traffic signals. For example, they don’t go slower when there is an yellow 

light, they go faster, and some drivers don’t even stop at a red light. Another 

reason is that many pedestrians don’t use the cross walk to cross the streets. 
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Carmen feels very sad about all the accidents she sees very frequently, and 

she would love to teach people Traffic Education when she grows up. 

 

Is Carmen happy to live in a big city? Why? Why not?  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

According to Carmen, who is most at risk when crossing the avenue? 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Do people in Carmen’s city have Traffic Education? Support your answer.  

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

What is Carmen’s dream? 
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